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At MetaRealFights, we are revolutionizing the fighting game industry with 

crypto and NFTs. Our goal is to create a truly memorable gaming experience 

that stands among the giants of AAA titles. For far too long, independent 

studios were unable to compete for the same level of success—but today, 

crypto and NFTs have provided the fundraising capabilities we need to make 

our dream a reality. We are building a free-2-play competitive fighting game 

with e-sports in mind, combining classic gaming elements with groundbreaking 

crypto features. With MetaRealFights, we’re bringing crypto games to a whole 

new level and taking players on an unforgettable journey they won’t find 

anywhere else.

METAREALFIGHTS

FIGHT TO EARN GAMING
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Crypto-enthusiasts and hardcore gamers alike will be thrilled to enter the world 

of MetaRealFights, a crypto game featuring the best fighters from across the 

Multiverse. Not only will players be able to fight for fame and glory against 

each other, but they'll also be able to trade, level up their fighters, and 

customize them in an economy that allows users to truly own their in-game 

resources. Combining traditional fighting modes such as 1v1 battle with story 

modes offering additional motivation and rewards, MetaRealFights promises 

something for everyone—from crypto enthusiasts climbing up leaderboards to 

find out who's the best fighter of them all, to gamers discovering their Fighter's 

backstories whilst earning crypto awards for their efforts. Players even have 

access to regularly scheduled challenges where valuable crypto prizes may be 

earned, including Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and free entry into esports 

tournaments. So what are you waiting for? Join MetaRealFights now!

METAREALFIGHTS
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MetaRealFights is the crypto game to look out for - not only will it feature fun 

and challenging gameplay mechanics, but also an esports-friendly Arcade 

Mode and a NFT Enhanced Mode which allows players to customize their 

Fighters with additional strategy and tactics. Moreover, all items in 

MetaRealFights are completely owned by its players as Non-Fungible Tokens 

(NFTs). These tokens can be earned through playing Story mode, completing 

challenges, and competing in tournaments. With this innovative crypto game, 

players can look forward to developing a strong in-game economy where they 

can earn and spend their crypto rewards!

METAREALFIGHTS

NFT GAMING
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More than 2 billion people play video games. That's more than a quarter of the 

Earth's population. That's a $170+ billion industry that is growing at 10-12% 

annually. A huge amount of value is created every day by developers and 

gamers. gamers. Until now, there has been no practical way for gamers to 

monetize this value. MetaRealFights Offers players the opportunity to fight in 

the real world with AR & VR functionality and also in the Metaverse, The 

thriving amateur fighting game community is one of the most famous and 

passionate in the world, and MetaRealFight can be the catalyst for its 

exponential growth.
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FIGHT TO EARN GAMING

THE BEST PLAYER

Smartphone gaming has been growing over the 

past two years. The mobile gaming market has been 

valued at $79 billion in 2020, with a global average 

of 1.5 million mobile game players in 2020. This 

growing demand for mobile games is directly a 

result of various technological advances such as 

AR, VR, cloud gaming and 5G. This trend is not 

surprising, considering that the mobile gaming 

industry is mainly based on new technologies.

THE BEST TEAM

MetaRealFights Offers players the opportunity to 

fight in the real world with AR functionality and 

also in the Metaverse, The thriving amateur 

fighting game community is one of the most 

famous and passionate in the world, and 

MetaRealFights can be the catalyst for its 

exponential growth.

ESPORT GAMING



MRF UTILITY TOKEN
Game Utility Token

Using a compliant crypto token called MRF, MetaRealFights provides a 

complete gaming solution that utilizes the power, trust, and 

transparency of blockchain. To facilitate economic transactions within 

the MetaRealFights arcade game. Players using a Blockchain wallet 

can purchase MRF tokens. They can then use them in-game to 

purchase items such as training cards, participate, and create 

tournaments to increase the performance of their fighters. MRF Tokens 

can be used to purchase NFTs and use them in the Multiverse
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ETH  ERC20

Blockchain Ethereum

1000,000,000
Total Supply



REWARDS
NEW GENERATION
To facilitate economic transactions within the MetaRealFights Multiverse 

Game. Players using a Blockchain wallet can purchase MRF tokens. They 

can then use them in-game to purchase items such as training cards, to 

increase the performance of their fighters. MRF Tokens can be used to 

create, organize and join their own tournaments to earn rewards and put 

their skills to the test against other players of their level. Using a compliant 

crypto token called MRF, MetaRealFight provides a complete gaming 

solution that utilizes the power, trust, and transparency of blockchain.
AN AWARD-WINNING COMMUNITY

In MetaRealFights, players can spend their hard-earned MRF points on 

raffle tickets to enter our sweepstakes, where players can win a variety 

of physical and digital goods such as game gear, META REAL FIGHTS 

upgrades and Item NFTs, and exclusive merchandise. $MRF token 

holders will also have the ability to participate in higher tier giveaways 

and have a higher cap on the number of entries they have each week.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The gaming market is immense and its growth potential is undeniable. The 
global gaming market was valued at USD 176 billion in 2020, with 2.7 billion 
players worldwide, and is predicted to grow to USD 217.9 billion by 2023, 
showing an impressive Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 9.4%. 
Adding further to the market's potential, crypto games and Non-Fungible Tokens 
(NFTs) have revolutionized how players earn rewards within the gaming 
ecosystem. In fact, blockchain gaming is currently valued at USD 1.6 billion, but 
is projected to be worth USD 50 billion by 2025 as more developers join this 
trend of "Play-to-Earn". There are over 1000 crypto games already on the 
market providing players with new ways to monetize their digital assets; this 
encourages a strong sense of community building that leaves users feeling 
richer for the competition experience too!

2019 $146.2 Bn
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MARKET SIZE & GROWTH

2020 $175 Bn

2023 $217 Bn



VR FIGHTING
ALL YOU ADD IS EFIGHTING

MetaRealFights is the first 3D AR/VR fighting game of its kind on the 

blockchain. Our concept offers players the opportunity to earn MRF 

tokens while building an empire and competing against other players 

around the world. Blockchain technology and a cryptocurrency 

specialized in video games take gamers to the next level to earn 

money by playing video games, while guaranteeing a transparent and 

limited supply of tokens.
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SOFTWARES
Android, IOS, WebGL

SUPPORTS
Mobile, Pc, VR Oculus 
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Q1-2022 Q2-2023 Q3-2023 Q4-2024

LAUNCH PHASE 1

● Website Launch 
● Social Media Launch 
● Litepaper launch 
● Token Creation
● Official Audit 
● Presale Launch

ONCE PRESALE COMPLETED

● Public launch
● Beta-Game
● Airdrop Program
● Several Updates
● Partnership Coop
● 3D NFT collections

LAUNCH PHASE 3

● CEX Listing
● NFT-Marketplace 
● More partnership 
● Influencer Marketing
● Charity Action
● VR Game-Beta

LAUNCH PHASE 4

● Big Rewards
● Arena NFT 
● Charity Projects
● More Listings
● More Cooperations
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MAP TOURNAMENT
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USA

BRAZIL

AUSTRALIA

JAPAN

INDONESIA

INDIA

ESPORT GAMING

FRANCE



Future Efighting

MetaRealFights is the first 3D AR/VR fighting 

game of its kind on the blockchain. Our concept 

offers players the opportunity to earn MRF 

tokens while building  an empire and competing 

against other players around the world. 

FIGHT NOW ! 
ARE YOU READY?
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ESPORT GAMING



THANK YOU

METAREALFIGHTS

METARTEALFIGHTS WHITE PAPER


